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GHAPTER I 
I~TROOUCTION 
In recent yea.rs an increasing munber of studie::; hav•-3 appeared 
in t;he. literature that suggest caution may be advised in the use of 
extrin~:;ic m•Jtivators to strengthen, maintain~ or ir1crease internal 
rr.otivation. Evidence has been accu:nulating that, under certain con-
Jitioau, tho offe~ing of rewards for engaging in a specific behavior 
may have <m underm.:ining rather than a reinforcing effect. In view of 
the corr,:n.itrC!et'l: educators and psychologists have made to the use of 
J'f_,,.;,c:·ci;:.; to rein.!"crcc de::.ired behavior and learning, it seems impera-
ti;.·"' 'i:Ci tkd:er::nine specifically under which conditions these under~ 
nininc effeet:..; o.::cur. 
This s tu<iy r::xplore8 suvt:cal an_; as. First, recognizing that :i.n 
Inm;:,:,,3 a ICi'iacd may contain bvth a re:i.nfo:rcing effect and a cognj t:tve 
~ \'.a~.-:;:w:n·,t dJo-.::": t:1"' m~~~.ning of )~ho rwvard, it woul_d appear us...:fu1 to 
:iiNe:-;r.i~':<:ltt- l:!o;ne of those cognitivt' :::.tater.;e-nts to determine their 
f;'!'f'r.e ~-: en b.-;}";:rvior ~ Effects or1 th.e ma.1ll~1.er ir\ wltich th.e subject 011~ ... 
activity should be Does the subject be~ 
o:o;n;, !ilOrf; s;;-.1.ectivc in enga,gine Hl ?11 acriv:i.ty which he had pr-e-
v:i.o:..1:;Lv fc·~nd .'i<t'::-:J.(:t:i.ve~ J..:~rnitin'J hj.s ef'f'Grt::; to those asrect;.:; of 
L~h<.:- ~~d;:v:i ty tha~: ha'll~ been identifieu a-s ~-;.ect-.l!'::~sar,y to atbd.n rein-
1 
Statements given prior to engagement in the activity, con-
c.:J::.'ning the conditions under which reir.forcement may be obtained, may 
. initiat6 other cognitive evaluations of the activity and the meaning 
of the reward. .Rewards presented to appear intrinsic to the activity 
may induce dj fferent behaviors than re~·Ta!·ds presented as m1 extrinsic 
inducement to engage 1n the activity. 
And finally, the behavior rr~ay d:i ffer ffilder var·ious conditions. 
Tho experimentally elicited behavior must be cvah1ated separately, 
but in z•elation to, subsequent performances of the same activity. 
And to get a clearer picture of the effects on interest, differcmces 
beh;een individuals displaying in:;_tiaUy low interest and those dis-
playing initially high interest shodd ::a an~lyzed, to determine if 
the effects arc the same or interactive fo:t' these groups. 
The prese!'l.t st-udy was therefnre designeu to examine several of 
these areas to determine how th~;y act and interact to produce their 
affeets on intrinsic motivation. First a pilot study was conductdd 
t~) deterlliine the relative probability of the target activity and the 
1'ew:::rd, to f\stablish its reinforcing properties. Once having estab-
J.J.shed that the intended reiuforc~r ::;hould indeed be theoretically 
effective, scr11e of the cognitive consequence-s of offe~ing the re\.;ard 
prHw te engat~i.ng :m the activity were studied. 
Th8 effect of rewarding only selected aspects of the activity, 
~>e··;,h .i.r:. tcnr;f; of :iGnlediate a~"l<l substJquent perf'o.t'i;Jance was stucieri to 
d~,1-8t·:r.i.ne :if Lhis ~e1ective1y di\·erts attention aHay fr·om the uure--
;.;~H'<~<::;d ::tsp-::cb '>i the activity. Differing. insh·uction3 regardjn~ 
U11C, r:l~h:!.;n.r..t:nt of the re;qard w0re :-:;tudicd to determinE· 'i>lhcther ex-
i.:E t'It2.l re-..m;_·r~s can be manipulated to appear intri'>S:i.c to the 
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a~tivity, thereby eliminating the cause of reattribution of motiva-
tion by the subject. These two factors were analyzed in terms of 
initial individual differences in motivation to see if they affect 
initially high and low interest subjects in the same manner. 
Hypothesi;.; One: 
The effect of extrinsic reinforcement on initially interested 
sub,jects is dependent on instructions given prior to engagement in 
the activity. Clearly extrinsic reinforcement offered as an induce-
ment to engage in an activity will reduce the subsequent duration of 
time that initially interested subjects will ele~t to spend on the 
activity in a free choice situation, relative tc intrinsic r0ward, 
unoxpe~ted reward, or no reward groups. 
Hypu~hesis Two: 
3 
V..'hen ~ub.)ects are informed, prior to er1gagement in an ·:tctivi ty, 
•::X<tctly \vh1ch behaviors are instrumental to the attainment of rein--
fo~ccment their performance will beco~e selective. Those as9~cts 
of t:he acti.v:i ty declared necessary for the c-ttainmer.t of the J."cin-
furc?.J' Nil 1 ma:l.ntain or increase in q'-!nli ty of perf.Jrm.omce, and tho::;e 
not :i•~-strurr,ental to the attainment of reinforcement ;.riJl decrease in 
q:.J<:.J..i ty of perfcrmance. Subj<'.:c:ts receiving reinforcerr:6nt for ident:i-· 
Cfll cqn!:i.nge~tc.ios, but not specified :i.n adva.."'l.Ge, will demonstrate a 
>Jl('Z'e 1.m i.fo~'ffi quality of' J-'erformance. 
!'a tterns of high <Jnd poor quali t.:y pe.rforrr.~nco elicited by 
inf'ormin5!. subjects of the co.:-JtingeHcics of t•einforct~mer,t prior to 
engagement in the activity will persist 1n situations in which rein-
forcement was never available. 
IIypothosis Four: 
In contrast to subject:.; displaying initially high interest .• 
subjects displaying initially low :Lnterest will shoN general improve-
r•wnt and raised interest in a task when reinforced for participation 
in that task. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Historic Overvie1tl 
Recently, the phenomenon of diminished internal motivation 
when external motivators are offered for participation in a task has 
gent;rated considerable interest and investigative activity. Although 
many avenues have been followed 1n pursuit of an understanding of 
this observation, most trials lead. back to Festinger's (1957) work on 
cugni tivc1 dissonance twenty-five years ago. 
Festinger indicated that cognitive dissonance, defined as in-
ccmnistency between overt public action and privately held beliefs or 
feolings, can be resolved in one of two ways. If obvious exter·nal 
·.b;.ccntives for public behavior ar·e apparent, dissonance is resolved 
hy attributing the public actions to these external incentives. The 
reasons for the inconsistencies between belief and action are ap~ 
parent to the incii .. ridual and no change of pr:i vate opinion is neces-
r~a.:ry to achieve consonance. However, if external incenti vos appear 
to 1x, mir..imal, privately held opinion will tend to change. in order 
to tr.or"' c1 early conform with the publicly displayed behavior. The 
ind:i. ·,ridual ccm.not justify acting contrary to his beliefs on the 
tasi.s of <ei1Vir(mmental conseqclo:mces, so reduction of dissonar•ce 1s 
f.!C:•:m.up"!.ished by changing his privately held opinion. 
Eera ( 1955) cxtendell this thAo.retical rosi tion to include 
si tuatic.ns in t·.;hic+ di. s~·;onanc~:. :s not :iuvol ved. In a mo:::>e general 
'.!Jlr,roach he contends simply thal persons infer the ~auses of thd :r 
5 
behavior by \'ihat they perceive to be the cause. If they do not rec-
ognize external contingencies controlling or inducing our behavior, 
they con:::lmh~ that they are :intrinsically motivated, with a subse--
quent actual change or strengthening of intr1nsic motivation or be-
lief. 
This phenomenon, which he calls insuffir::ient justification, 
6 
has been investigated {Bern, 1977) and its predietions supported. 
Aronson (1966) reports research that indi~ates that people induced to 
engage in. an unpleasant behavior by what appeared to be clearly insuf-
ficient motivating contingencies pet·ceived their behavior to be due 
to intrinsic factors. 
As a logical extension of the insufficient justification hy-
pothesis~ current avenues of research have led to an investigation of 
~that has been termed overjustification. This hypothesis argues con·· 
versely, that if an individual is intrinsically motivated to engage 
in an activity, existence of apparent extrinsi.; motivating contin~ 
genGies may lead him to perceive the causes of his behavior as ex-
trinsic~ Hith a consequent actual diminishment of the existing level 
of intrinsic motivation. 
In closoly related work DeCharm:> ~(1968) has interpreted tld:=: 
in terms of locus of controJ.. When external retVards are given for 
an intrinsically motivated activity, the individual perceives the 
locus of cont::.•ol to be external, and he becomes a pawn to the ex-
ter•nal rm.;!.'irds. If he perceives the locus of control to be internal: 
he wUl behave as if jntrinsically motivated. It is in this manner 
that the introduction of an ext:cinsic reward to an intrinsically 
satisfy:ing activity reduces rather than enhances motivation. 
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There has been a great deal of experimental interest in this 
area. It is a phenomenon \vhich appears to operate under diverse con-
ditions and has been demonstrated with many age levels. Studies by 
Deci (1971, 1972) have supported the ovcrjustification hypothesis 
both in experiments with college students and in an industrial set·· 
ting. K.ruglanski (1975) reported supporting evidence in an experi-
mental situation involving school age Israeli children. Lepper, 
Greene, and Nesbett (1973, 1975) have observed nursery school children 
in a naturalistic setting ld th the same results. 
More recently, Lee et al. (1977) tested the generalizability of 
this hypothesis to a population of institutionalized retarded yocng-
ste•'s. 'i'his is of particular h.tcrest becallse it has been hypothe--
sized that retarded children are more outordirected in their problem 
solving than comparable nonretarded ehildren (Zigler, 1966). But 
even 1n th:ts special population, Lee and his associates found that 
when t:r.e children we:re rewarded for playing the xylophones not only 
,,r,ls there a reduction of interest in the activity, hut that the 
gr ... >ater tha reHard, the more the interest was undermined. 
Thcs0 findings are pa!'ticularly disconcerting in view of the 
com.ni tmen t educators and psychologists have made to the use of ex-
terr.aliy mediated re~1ards as ~ mea.c1r,; of eliciting desired learning 
<.l'ld behavior. Their apparent success at doing so suggests that it is 
rHoce~;sary to furtb::r P.xamine the deleterious effects of rm~ards to 
The Interactive Effects of Rewards 
One promising area of investigation has boon the attempt to 
d':Otenaine the interactive effects of initial degree of intrinsic 
motivation and external rewards. Some of the initial findings are 
reviewed here. 
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Lepper and Greene { 19.13) exposed children showing initial 
intrinsic interest in a target activity to three experimental condi-
tions -- expected reward, unexpected reward and no re\"Vard. All 
initially noninterested children were excluded from the experiment. 
The results showed a general reduction of interest in the activity 
with the introduction of external rewards. However, the children \-iho 
were included in the experiment show·ed a wide range in their initial 
interest. Closer scrutiny of the data showed that those children 
;-;ith the least degree of initial interest who received unexpected 
rev.rards were the .only group who showed a significant increase in 
subsequent interest. This finding suggests that children \"Vi th low 
ini'tial intrinsic interest in an activity do not respond in the same 
1rray to extrinsic rewards as children with high levels of intrinsic 
inter-e;:,;t. 
Calder c:.nd staw { 1975) have also shown that intrinsic motiva-
tion and oxt.rin::d.c rewards do not combine addi tively to produce more 
tct:al sathfaction. They found that when bvo groups of subjects 
ll'e!·e given two different tasks to perform, one rated interesting :r.n 
a pre-expel'imcnt, c:.nd the other rated not interesting, the extrinsic 
r::'nvard had the effect of raising the interest level of the subjects 
engaged in the low intrinsic inte1•est act:ivi Ly and lowering the 
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interest level of the individuals engaged 1n the high interest task. 
Because Calder and Staw varied tha task in order to ma.t1ipulate 
the interest variable, it is possible that task differences unrelated 
to interest varjables affected the outcome. Eisenstein (1977) showed 
that a wide range of initial interest may be generated by a single 
ta.::;l~, and that the level of initial interest tends to interact dis-
ordinally with external rewards, with the initially high groups de-
clining and the initially low groups increasing in subsequent interest. 
More recent investigations by Loveland (1979) which divided 
the subjects into high and low interest groups also found that when 
subjects were given either no rewards or expected rewards for par-
ticipating, in a drawing activity, only the rewarded high interest 
group showed significantly less interest one week later. The loH 
interest group gained in interest, but for both groups quality of 
-r:urk w?.s unaffected. McLoyd ( 1979} studied the effect of high value 
~nd l<:M volue rel'lards on groups that were either high or low inter-
est in a reading task, and found that chilJ:..'en of initially high 
intetest who received either high or low value rewards subsequently 
f. pent Gigni fic-antly less free time on that task, while children in 
the initially low interest group gained interest only.in the high 
value :('e~Tard condition. Daniel (1980) shows results at slight 
'lariance with the above st-udies. He vari_cd both task interest and 
task structure, and found that external rewards undermined intrinsic 
H•>t.i va\;ion for tasks of high interest and/or low structure. Rewards 
•'id not: affect :intrinsic motivation for tasks of low interest, al-
~:h.oagh on highly structured tasks they enhanced the subjects' 
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willingness to participate in a similar study. 
Farr (1.977), in studying the effects of reward magnitude ~mel 
reward contingency on intrinsic motivation, noticed a distinct bi-
modal distribution to the dependent variable (amount of free time the 
subject elected to engage in the tasld. Twenty-two of the subjects 
spent. less than one minute on th<J task and fourteen spent more than 
seven minutes out of a possible eight. Only twelve spent beh-1een one 
and seven minutes on the task during this period. Reexamination of 
t~e raw data of Deci's experiments (1972a, 1972b) and that of Vance 
(1977) reveal a similar bimodal distribution. 
Farr concludes that initial individual difference variables 
might be moderating the relationship between extrinsic reward and 
intrinsic motivation to cause tho bimodaly distributed results. 
Theorizing that such initial differences might consist of differences 
:i.n self-esteem or in locus of control, he condu0ted 2. second study 
examining both these variables. Neither variable shm'l'ed significant 
differenees a.'llong groups in their subsequent measured interest. It 
is possible, hoHever, that the initial individual difference that 
F::.rr was looking for to account for the bimodality of the results was 
the level of initial interest in the activity the subjects displayed. 
Re~~~~~~~cE~e::l~.!~ry an_~_Ipte;::·active Effects 
Rcsnl ts oi' these experiments mu:;t be Gvaluated in terms of 
:r-oinfo:,ccment theory. There is little doubt that the current re-
liance: or} the dispensation of material goqd::; or privileges to aid 
len:rnL<~; is ba:::ed on the belief that the desired behaviors or 
Iean;ing are ~b.1s rciilforccd. Yet a brief review of the titles of 
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the related articles in the literature (and certainly of the terms 
used thus far in this paper) reveals a general avoidance of the term 
reinforce111ent, and a reliance on less rigorously defined terms such 
as reNards, incentives and intrinsic motivators. This seems to sug-
gest a tacit \mderstanding that the objects or privileges dispensed 
may be lacking in certain qualities necessary to theoretically quali-
fy as reinforcers. 
Generally, the problem of schedules of reinforcement is 
avoided, although since it is possible to reinforce a behavior in a 
r.ingle trial,this does not present a crucial difficulty. Some dis-
comfort may also arise over the tautological definition of reinforce-
ment. Is it possible to speak of reinforcers that do not increase or 
strengthen behavior? But most relevant to the research just dis-
cussed are the questions raised by David Premack's discussion on the 
nature of reinforcement. 
Premack (1965) challenges the assumption that there are cer-
tain stim11l i that have reinforcing properties and others that do 
not. Rather, he observes, reinforcement involves a relation that 
c<'!.n l:c expressed by the following gene:rali7.ation (p. 132) " • • • of 
any two responses, the more probable response will reinforce the less 
probabltl one •.• " 
In other lvords, J.n orrler to discuss any (lvent in terms of its 
reinforcing properties, you must first establish the order of its 
p.:c~'bc:-b:U j ty i.n relation to the event \'lhich is the target of rein-
f(n'coment. It is thus me&ningless to speak of transi tuc:.tional rein-
fo:..'f:er~;, as the term l'eward suggests. 
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This is of particular interest in the current research, l"Yhich 
lS essentially concerned with the reinforcement of high probability 
behavior. The selected reward in the studies thus far have never 
been established as higher probability choices than the behavior 
under study. It would not be surprising then, to find that a pre-
slmed transsituational reinforcer (re\"Y~rd) reinforced low probability 
behaviors but not high probability ones. Premack notes, "Intermedi-
ate members of a set thus both are and are not reinforcers, depending 
on the r·ela ti ve probabi 1i ty of the base response." 
Thus, if a group is selected as high in initial interest in 
doin~ puzzles, there is every likelihood that for many of the mem-
hers, selecting the solving of a puzzle is more probable than selec-
ting a dollar. The dollar then, would not be reinforcing to the high 
interest (probability) group, but would be reinforcing to the low 
inte1·e:~t (probability) group. Although there has been some attempt 
in the .literature to establish the hierarchy of preference for the 
selection of rr-dnforcers available to the subject, (Lee, 1977), therE; 
appears to be no attempt to establish the probability of choice in 
relation to the high probability behavior which we intend to rein-
" torce. 
Of course, all available data cannot be explained by this 
paradigm. It wouJd explain why the target behavior was not increasGd 
o:r- st:ronglheLed, but it could not ex):}lain a decrease or we.ikening of 
the behavior. In addition, preliminary results of a fcv-1 studief; 
indicate that increasing the magnitude of the reward tends to en-
L:~nce its undermi.n:ing effects (Kruglanski, 1975; Le(', 1977). 
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\'liUiams (1980), however, found the overjustification effect did not 
oecur with hl.ghly valued r-_.wards, and that groups offered low valued 
rew:H'ds did not differ from groups receiving a simple request to 
participate and control groups. It is possible that the difference 
in his findings may be due to the fact that he presented the experi-
mental manipulations under a guise \ihich must have been viewed by 
fourth and fifth graders as highly coercive, a trailer marked Math 
Skills Improvement Center, in which the experimenters were designated 
as university people there to test the mathematic skills of the sub-
jects. Folger (1978) has shown that the overjustification effect 
docs not occur in coercive situations, as the apparent reasons for 
par·ticipating in the activity are already perceived as external. 
'I'Wo conclusions appear to be justifiable from the preceding 
discussion. First, if we are interested in establishing basic theo-
retical sta-tements on reinforcing high probability behavior in hu-
mans it is necessary to first establish the reinforcing qualities of 
our "rewards.'' If hm·wver, we are simply interested in studying the 
com~aquences of reward systems as they are actually being used cur-
renLJ_;y in educational and other inntitutional settings, the current 
methodology is more acceptable. And second, because these rewards 
actually underMine high probability behavior, it is obvious that 
ar1Ui t.i.onal factors are operating. 
But regardless of whether we are interested in fU!'ther artic--
ulu.LLlf? the"r;y or establi:;hing empirical relationships, in any ex-
pe:~i:nent des;;_gned to examine t;he effects of external rewards it. is 
.impc·cati ve to dt,termine the initial degree of interest or per for~· 
man')C. ·In cases "'here there is a wide range of initial interest, it 
would be w1se to illlalyze the results of the initial interest groups 
separately to avoid obfuscation of the results or difficulty in in-
terpreting the data. 
The Role of Choice and Equity Theor:y 
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A second issue to be considered in this current line of inves-
tigation, is that the findings of decreased interest in the face of 
external rewards are apparently at odds with the results of previous 
research conducted on equity theory. Equity theory suggests that 
when feeling overpaid a person can reduce that inequity by doing a 
better- than average JOb, .md inadequate compensation can be offset by 
doing inferior work. This predicts a direct relationship between pay 
and p:::-oductivity. 
Resear•r_~h on equity theory has indeed repeatedly fou11.d that 
increasing p~y increases productivity. If productivity can be taken 
as a measure of intrinsic motivation, an apparent contradiction 
exh;ts between the findings of equity theory and overjustification 
theor;y. 'l'he :rather serious issue of whether getting paid reduces 
0!'1e 's liking for onG 's job seems to be at question here. 
Doci (19'?7) ha::; suggested that the crucial difference lies in 
the :11s.tter of choice. When one is free to choose or not to choose 
an activ·ity, over justification may suggest that one's choice was 
eJ i e i.. i',cd by the presence of the reward. But in situations such as 
job demands, where the individual is not free to choose, the issue 
of equitaLle pay is paramount. 
Folger (1978) tested the hypothesis that the :role of choice 
m•diatcd these ap!)arcntly contradictory results. He found that 
students given high pay but offered a choice of returning to the 
target activity were less eager to return to the activity than high 
choice low p3y subjects. But when students were not given a choice, 
high pay subjects were more likely than low pay subjects to express 
an eagerness to return to the activity later. 
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Folger concludes that when rewards are offered as compensation 
for an activity to which an individual already feels constrained, 
such as a job, high pay should be task enhancing. Here, lack of vi-
able alternatives, economics and training induce a sense of low free-
dom of choice. In contrast, rewards used as an inducement to engage 
.in an activity where there are no other apparent constraints may re-
duce motivation. 
A study by O'Reilly and Caldwell (1980) supports the position 
taken by Deci and Folger. They hypothesized that subjects who had 
chosen jobs for intrinsic reasons would be more satisfied than those 
wh(> clwse them for external reasons (family d;;~ruands, geographic loca-
tion, salary). Instead, they foun.d both internal and .external fac-
tors o:~ombj.n:i.ng to produce more job satisfaction. Salary remained 
equ"i.V(!Cal, as it was positively related to future tenure intentions, 
but: negatively related to job satisfaction. This study appears to 
:;-:.1p;:·ort the po.s:i.ticn that in constrained situations such as employ-
went.. iaternal and external factors may combine for· enhanced total 
'i.'his role of choice may also p~-trtially explain why re\'Iards 
i':ty enhance the interest of ini Hally Jo•-1 interest subjects, a.."ld why 
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the overjustification effect does not occur with these groups. Since 
it was never a choice activity, tho individual may already feel con-
strained when asked to participate, and the introduction of rewards 
\vould have no further coercive message. 
Cognitive Interpretation of Reward 
These findings suggest that,in humans the effects of rewards 
are dependent not only on their ability to reinforce, as is expressed 
by their probability in relation to the target activity, but on cog-
nitive statements the individual makes to himself about the meaning 
of the reward. A crucial determinant of the effect of the reward is 
how the individual perceives it. 
Deci (1975) recognizes this and has proposed a cognitive 
evaluation theory. He suggests that there are two aspects of any 
reNard. Rewards can be controlling in that they maintain and modify 
behavior, and they may be informational, in that they can signify 
~onccess ~.t a task, and thereby enhance feelings of competence. Al-
though both aspects are always present in any reward situation, one 
ef these two aspects will be percoiv<:Jd as the more salient. If the 
<'C"."~trd:> are pf,r'cei ved as controlling, they will tend to undermine 
:i..c.te.rest. :rf the informational aspec'~, sugge:;ting competence J.S 
mc1.t"e s«J :Lent, thuy \'lill tend to incr€'ase intrinsic interest. 
J.~ewa.t•ds cac:t be perceived as controlling when they ar·e intro-
dHced as incentives for engag.i.ng :m an activity and aro not con-
tint;ent on th~~ quality of performanee .. They may also be regarded as 
~.rrformation giving> as when they are contingent on the q~a.li ty of 
response. Karniol and Ross (1978) examined the results of 
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performance relevant and performance nonrelevant rewards. Subjects 
who perfol'mod well and received performance irrelevant rewards showed 
decreased interest in tho target activity during a subsequent free 
play period, as compared with subjects who received performance rele-
va~nt rewards or no rewards. Subjects in the no reward group and the 
performance relevant group showed decreased interest when told that 
they had performed poorly. The information given by the reward 
seemed to be the determinant of the outcome here. 
This is consistent with Deci's findings (1971, 1972) that 
positive feedback maintained intrinsic interest relative to control 
gruups, although it does not explain why it raised interest for males 
and r10t for fem:i\les. 
Boggiano (1.978) found in addition, that level of cognitive 
development affact:·d interpretation of rewards. Four year olds were 
W!affected by competency information based on eomparative standards, 
altLough such information based on absolute standards increased in-
trinsi-:-: mot:i.vation. Older children 1 however·, did respond to both 
c: .. ;rtpa.rative and absolute standards of competence. These findings 
t:.n:.ltSrf;~or~? the neerl for research which examines developmental dif~· 
Mor~'-"' ( 1980) also suggests developmental differences may re-
·':lllir.o !nr•rc: attent.:i.on. He argues that mozt theories that attempt to 
.;,;-::p!ain the reduction of interest associated with external rewards 
err.<body the a.Jsn.rr.ptions of Kelley's (1973} Multiple-sufficient-causal 
gch(;lrna \f1SC~.:>) for psychological causes, of \'lhich a critical charac-
·~o.d;:;ti;:; is the discounting principle. The role of a given cause in 
producing an effect is disco\L'lted if other plausible effects, such as 
material :rmvards, are present. Hmmver, although studies using four 
year olds have repeatedly shown that external rewards may reduce 
their in.t:er:::>st, research has shown that children do not typically 
begin to use the discounting principle until about seven years of age 
(Smith, 1975; Shultz, 1975). 
Morgan's research with children of various developmental levels 
confirms that relative to controls rewarded groups showed a decline 
in intrinsic motivation that was independent of the subjects level of 
functioning on MSCS. One explanation is that children may, over the 
course of socialization,learn to associate promises of rewards with 
unattractive activit:i.es. This possibility is discussed by Ransen 
( 1980) who conceptualizes this learning &.s the acquisition of a 
"cognitive script" \vhich operates in a mindless manner. When a child 
has learned to a::,sociate rewards with boring or unappealing activi-
ties, a devaluation of the activity will occur simply by recategori-
:-:ation. Children in earlier stages ')f ~;ognitive development may use 
this kind of reassignment in the cogni.t:ive script when presented 
vdth external re\vards, while older children and adults may be influ-
enced by processes more closely relat:ed to the discounting principle. 
nut reg&rdless of the principle the individual uses, it is the mes-
S2~c of coE:rcion or competenc6 that seems to be the determiner of 
:f\ttt.· .. :(·e interest. 
Andersen (1980) found that money and awards reduced subsequent 
intrin:>ic motivation during a free play period. whereas positive 
verl~l reinforcement increased it in lower socioeconomic preschool 
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children. Enzle and Ross (1978), in a study involving seventy-two 
male university students, found that subjects receiving a task con-
tingent high value reward rated the task as less interesting, while 
subjects who received a criterion contingent high reward rated it as 
more interesting. Subjects also showed less interest after receiving 
high value task contingent rewards than after receiving low value 
task contingent rewards. In contrast, among those receiving cri-
terion ~ontingent rewards, high v::tlue rewards elicited greater task 
interest than lol'l value rewards. 
Hm1cver, the research is not cc·mpletely clear on this subject. 
In an early experiment,Greene and Lepper (1974) found performance and 
task contingent rewards equally prodnc::d decrements in intrinsic moti-
vation. Dollinger and Thelun (1978} showed that children receiving 
tan~ible rewards and self-administered rewards showed less subsequent 
interest in the target activity than subjects receiving verbal re-
wards, symbolic rewards, or controls. 1'he verbal reward then, did 
Let decrease interest, but neither did it raise interest relative to 
centrals. 
Swann and Pittman (1977) suggest that any environmental re-
::;tra:ints should reduce intrinsic motivation. They pr9duced diminished 
task persistence by having a..YJ. adult choose the activity for the child 
~'.S vrell as by re\.;ards. Persistence remained high when no reward was 
p1•esentt:'Jd, the rewarJ was not contingent on performance of the target 
auti \Tl.t:.y J or when a performance contingent reward was paired with 
v•.n·bal r<dn±'orce:nan.t. Th:l s sug~ests that. verbal rewards can neutral-
izo or el:i:n·i.nah~ the effects of contingent physical reh·ard. 
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Harackim'(icz (1980) hypothesized that material rewards con-
tingent on quality of performance would be perceived as even more 
cont.rolling, and would undermine interest more than task contingent 
rewards. Using a high school population she found that this did in-
deed occur, and that the results were so strong as to persist for as 
long as a month after the experiment. Positive feedback did enhance 
intrinsic motivation, but these results were independent of any ma-
terial reward effects. 
Rosenfeld (1980) tried to separate the effects of contingent 
reward from competency information. His experimental manipulations 
shm-;ed that when rewards provided information about a subject's 
competence, high rewards led to higher intrinsic motivation, but that 
wher, rewards did not reflect level of ability, higher rewards led to 
le&s intrinsic mutivation. And consistent \'lith Harackiewicz 's find-
ingi.>, subjects who :received no pay, but only competency feedback, 
whethtn• high or low, did not differ from those who received pay that 
:-·t>fl·,~ct.ed compAtency. That is, it was the information rather than 
Lhe J'e·.·1a:-..·d that most affected future interest. 
Altln'ugh the above discussion includes some apparently contra-
di.::t:ory r-:>sults concerning the effects of reNards that are contingent 
o;~, qln~:!..ir.:; <.1f performance, they do seom to suggest that in high 
in.ter<':~;·;t; subjE.c ts, the effl}ct of the n;wards themselves may be negl i-
~:3b1e. Theh primary effect seems to be to signal various cognitive 
j t>:igntents a}::YLtt the a:)tivi ty, although in different developmental 
J(~v£.-<ts suc·h Jth1gment may be activated by different mechanisms. lied.'~" 
;.".Qr;,m:nve • .. vult;at.ion theory defines hw of these judgments, co,:;rcion 
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and competency. However, it is possible that other cognitive judg-
ments may be elicited by the signal of a promised reward. 
g_:.1al i ty of Performance 
The major avenues of investigation dealt with so far have 
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dealt with interest in the activity as measured by the amount of time 
the individual chooses to engage in the activity in a free choice 
situation. The introduction of rewards may also elicit judgments as 
to what kind of performance is demanded, thereby varying the qualita-
tive nature of the performance. This qualitative variable is not only 
an important variable to study because of its own obvious significance 
in the outcome of learning but becal..f.se of its z·ole in elucidating 
certain theoretical positions. Reiss and ShPsinsky ( 1975) have sug-· 
gested that the int!'oduction of rewards leads to a hasty, poorer 
quality perf<irmance in the learning trial, and that poorer quality 
porforl!lance leads to less task satisfaction, and thereby diminished 
future interest. 
The complexity of this problem is suggested by some differences 
b;:.tw.>~m the findings of Eisenstein (1977) and some other reported evi-
dnn·_:3 in the literature. Eisenstein and later Daniel (1980) found 
·i~h::J: when 1·e-..mrds were available the rewarded groups c·ompleted puz-· 
;-:}>:\S Ii!ore qui.cldy than unrewarded groups, for both initially inter-
~~~Jtcc:i .::md initially uninterested groups. These results seem to be at 
vad.:-~;l(:o ~-ri U:~ Pinder's l1976} findings which indicated that external 
~.'m .. rar-r.b.; ir.crease pet·formance speed on low interest tasks, but not on 
hi ~_:.b :.ltf:.;y;:·cs t ta!; ks. Lepper and Greene ( 1973) found that even J.n the 
expo l' imen tal situation, when rewards were being offered as an 
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incentive, the childrer. produced poorer quality drawings than chi 1-
dren not offered a reward. The difference £~ong these data may in 
part be due to variations in the activities chosen and the criteria 
for the reward inherent in the experiemntal design made by these in-
vestigatio]s. Certainly quality and speed must be considered separ-
ately as measures of good performance. In the Lepper and Greene ex-
periment the only requirement for attaining the reward was completion 
of the drawing, so rapid performance resulted in a quicker reward and 
was judged a poorer performance. In the case of puzzles, rapid per-
formance may again result in a quicker reward~ but this time oay be 
the experimenter's cr·i terion fer a bette1• performance. In each case 
then, the child makes a judgment a::; to whaL is the shortest route to 
the proznised reward. This leads to the hypothesis that when offered a 
reward, the subject will primarily attend to those aspects of that ac-
tivity necessary to obtain the reward. 
It should be noted that it is not the 1eward itself, but the 
fact that it is offered prior to engagement in the activity that is 
crucial. Kruglansld ( 1971) proposes "endogenous attri"!Jution theory" 
to e:xplain the subsequent decline in interest in the target activity. 
That is, if the subject feels he is working only for a reward he will 
attend only to those aspects of tne activity necessary to obtain it 
with a consequent poorer performance. This is related to Reiss and 
2hm;i_r!sky's suggestion that it is the poorer performance that leads 
to declining i:Jterest in fuh"!.re si tuatiom;. 
This approa,:.:h also te~.rs close r,ela.tion to the selective at-
te-:-JL;_on roodel. Re.~earch findings in this area suggest that when ob-
j:Jctivcs are clear·ly stated in <:ldv::mcc, learrdng tend:: to be limited 
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to those specified objectives. Wittrock and Lurnsdaine (1977) found 
that behavioral objectives tend to direet attention in learning. 
Wl:1en adjunct questim1s are inserted into texts, p:requestions tend to 
faciE tate the learning of speci fie information cued in the question, 
while pos t-questl.Ol"<S facilitated a broader learning of the material 
{\'littrock, 1973). 
In what he calls the "minimax strategy," KrngJanski (1977) has 
proposed that subje • .:;ts will attempt to perform the bare mirdmum of 
work to obtain the maximum reward<>. He studied three groups that were 
diffl'!runtiall.y rewarded for engaging in an activity. In one grcup pay 
was contingent on the subject 'iiOr.king for at least a f>pGcified time. 
Jn another condition the pay was contingent on at least a spee;ified 
dar.d.ard of output. In the third condi ticn, pay was contingent on the 
to!:::..o_l quantity of output. It was found that subjects rewardtld for 
Horki.ng for a specified time adhered most closely to the ti!ile specifi-
cation~ subjects rewarded fo:c producing a. specifit'ld cutput produced 
(lnly that standar·d required, and those rewarded for quantity productHl 
Kruglw.ski concludes that when tho individual infers that his 
pe;;·fG:r·mance is attributable exogonously, he may concentrate on aspects 
of the task perceived to be directly instrumental to attainment of the 
.~'ewani~' and nt.~glect the noninstrumental aspects. This may in turn 
.i.,;:.,pr. L.~ the quality of performance on thosfl taf; ks which contain a va-
J'ie .-.;y· o ~- aspects, srnne of wldch may not be immediately obvious a~ 
:i.m: ;;r•.r,nental tf) good performance. 
Reiss and Shusinsky {1975) proposed a somewhat similar, but 
far more general hypothesis. They suggested that the presence of 
exogenous rewards exerted a general distracting effect, which they 
called the competing response theory. They suggested that the 
presence of salient external rewards caused the subject to focus 
aome of his attention on the rewards rather than on the task, with 
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a consequent poorer performance. Poorer quality work was thus prac-
ticed and rewarded. This in turn produces further poor quality work, 
which subsequently caust~s the subject to feel less competent and to 
lose interest in the activity. 
Competing response theory, however, makes two predictions, 
tho first not supported by the cu.-rant research findings, a.-"ld the 
second still unclear. First, Reiss and Shusinsky predict that in a 
schedule of repeated reinforcement the reward would lose its dis-
tractin~ effect, and attention vTOuld once more be directed toward 
the activity. Smith and Pittman (1978) tested the prediction that 
multiple td als ;-rould weaken the dist1•acting properties of the re-
w~trd and its subsequent undermining effects. They found sustained 
1 cwerin~ of interest over as ma.'1y as fifty trials. 
Alth<:~ugh researchers dispute this finding (Davidson, 1979) by 
shovdng re:inforcement effects in many experiments, it is important to 
note that those activities that tend to show reinforcement are low 
_;_nterest, mccha.;:1ical, repetitive activities such as lever pressing, 
ll!at'hle drvpping or letter canceling (McGaw, 1978). The type of 
~c·n~~J1.ex, attractive activity that rewards appear to interfere with 
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are those complex activities such as concept attainment, insight 
learning and creative tasks. 
The second prediction that competing response theory would 
suggest is a general deterioration of the quality of the performance 
in the experimental situation, when rewards are available. Current 
findings are mixed. Lepper (1975) found that quality of work was 
adversely affected in the reward situation, wh~reas Loveland (1978) 
found no deterioration of quality of perfcrmBnce when rewards were 
being offered. Kruglanski (1977) fuund a selective effect which was 
dependent on which aspects of the activity were being rewarded. 
One major problem with the Kluglansld experiment is that he 
has selected an extremely low interest activity to examine. The 
subjects were requested to code research data onto computer sheets, 
and it is doubtful that they would have engaged in the activity at 
all without external incentives. It would be important to investieate 
a high interest activity to see if t~e same patterns emerge. Would 
differentially reinforcing subjects for attending to certain aspects 
of an initially interesting task tend to depress the nonreinforced 
aspects of t:r..at task':' 
Another problem not addressed by the Kruglanski experiment is 
the ef'!'ect on future behavior. It \"auld be important to know if the 
patterns that eiT•erged '"hen the rewards were available persist in fu-
ture s:itu:::ct:ions, when rewards arc no longer forthcoming. 
l!ib i1:sic Ve.r·sus Extrinsic Motivation 
The discussion so far suggests that the effects of expected, 
ccnt:i.ngunt rewards for high interest, complex behaviors may be 
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determined more by cognitive interpretations of the nteaning and de-
mands of those re\-Jards than by their properties of reinforcement. 
'fhis would suggest that manipulating the perception of meaning of the 
reward should determine its effects. 
An area in which such manipulation may take place involves the 
whole nature of intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation. 
In addressing this issue it imr:iediately becomes apparent that 
conceptualizing intrinsic versus extrinsic rewards is problematic. 
Recognizing that all rewards contain both intrinsic and extrinsic 
components, Dollinger (1978) suggests using an abstract-concrete 
distinction, postulating that concrete rewards such as edibles, tangi-
bles, tokens, and contingent activity are extrinsic, and approval, 
correctness and competence are more abstract, or intrinsic. A logical 
corollary is that extrinsic rewards, that is, more concrete ones, 
would be more detrimer,tal to intrinsic motivation. Although he did 
show that children recdv-Lr:g tangible rewards exhibited less subse-
quent intrinsic motivation than children in the control, verbal rc-
wz.r·<.ls, and s;y-mboli c r·eward conditions, the subjects that recci ved the 
reward designed as the most abstract, self administered symbolic re-
wards, also showed subsequent decreased motivation. 
This was difficult to explain in terms of the abstract-concrete 
ccntinuum. It appears to be more congr• .. wnt with cogniti·ve evaluation 
thoory, in that throughout performance of the task the subject ~s 
preoccupied with experimenter imposed self evaluation but \·dth no 
stand~1rds other than his own. Thus he experiences constant control 
with no real feedback to enhance feelings of competence. 
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It is possible to conceptualize the intrinsic~extrinsic con-
tinuwn ir. terms of motivating factors in the individual versus moti-
vating factor::; in the environment. Kruglanski (1975) suggests it is 
more u.soful to think of it in terms of aither exogenou::; or endogenous 
to the task itself. For exarnp1e, he suggests that Vf;;rbal rewards may 
he perceived as intrinsic to the activity (quality of performance) 
a11d tangible rewards such as money as extrinsic to it. He also con-
tends that any time the reward is endogenous to the task it tends to 
raise the interest level, and Hhen it is exogenous to the task it 
tends "GO lower it. He showed that in a game such as tossing coins 
where the winner traditionally keeps the money, money enhances the 
a.ctra.ctiveness of the task. But when it is typically exogenous to 
the task, like doing a jigsaw puzzle for money, it deprel:lses the 
attractiveness of the task. 
This would support the position that it is the perception of 
the r·o'l'rard as exogenous or endogenous to the activity that determines 
i.t~ effect. But there is a ftmdamental problem with this experiment 
ir~ that activities that are usually associated with external incen-
tives, such as the coin tossing game that Kruglansld chose, may b.:: 
t:hm;~ that are of little intrinsic interest. It is possible to en-
·Ji.Biot• th-) in!.:err.al rewards associated with solving jigsaw puzzles. 
Tl::-:.>s>-o rt:ay i.nclude a sense of challenge, of competence or of intel-
J. ,'Octual stimulation. It is more difficult to imagine those factors 
cp:.nab.ng in regard to the coin tossjng task. 
Although in the Kruglanski experiment the initial attractive-
nel'ls .::f the task, independent of externaJ rel'i'ards, may h''lVC b0er1 the 
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crucial variable, it is possible to design an experiment which elimi-
nates that factor. It should be possible to present a single attrac-
tive activity and manipulate the per8eption of the reward given so 
that external rewards are closely bounu into the activity and thereby 
appear- endogenous to tho activity. Ry such manipulation the effect 
should be more closely related to stimulus generalization than rein-
forcement. By closely relating the activity and the reward, tho 
positivo effect associated with the rewa!>d m:::J.y generalize itself to 
the activity thereby enhancing the activity. It is also of importance 
that cognitive statements suggesting either competence or coercion 
need not be implicated when the reward is simply part of the activity. 
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CHAPTER III 
M~THOD 
}&Po theses 
The following null hypotheses were tested. 
llypothesis One: 
Instructions accompanying material rewards will have no effect 
on the duration of time initially interested subjects will elect to 
engage in an activity in a subsequent free choice situation. Groups 
receiving no ret;ards will not differ from groups receiving rewards 
pr·esented as intrinsic to the activity, those receiving rewards pre-
a en ted a::; extrinsic to the activity, or unexpected rewards. 
Hypothesi~ Two: 
Sub,jects informed in adva11.ce exactly which behaviors are in-
stJ'ltme-mtaJ to the attainment of the reward will not differ from sub-
,j ec ts not so i nf o:rmed. Both groups will attend equally to all as-
pects of the activity when rewards are pr.esent. 
Hypothesi::; Thref3: 
'l'hcr·e ~v-ill be no difference between these groups in a subse-
quent ft·(~G choice situation. Both groups, whother informed in ad-
vm.:·~'e ~-.rl·ri (.;'1 as pee ts of the activity were ins trwnen_ta.l to reinforce-
Jlr~nt, :•r not so infL•rmed, will att.:md equally to all aspects of the 
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Hypothesis Four: 
Initial level of interest, whether high or low, will have no 
effect on any of the preceding hypotheses. 
~~bjects 
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The subjects were 94 children from two schools in an upper 
middle class, ethnically mixed suburb of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The 
children were enrolled in four year kindergarten classes, which are 
pa1·t of the public school system. Two classrooms were housed in one 
school building, four in the other. The total number of children in 
the six classrooms was 116, but absenteeism during at least one part 
cf the experiment, or failure to return parental permission slips to 
participate, reduced the final number. Furthermore, scheduling prob-
lems and some difficulties with classroom procedures caused the ex-
per·imenter to use follow-up data from only one of the schools, which 
reduced the statistical analysis of post-experiment data to 66 chil-
dren from four classrooms in one school. 
There Here two reasons for choosing this age level. First, the 
four year old kindergartens have large amounts of free time built into 
their daily schedule, during which the experimenters were able to ob-
serve what the subject elected to do with his free time in a natural-
istic: setting. These choices were interpreted as interests. A sec-
ond advantage is that at this age there is very little communication 
among the subjects, with egocentric speech and collective monologues 
dominatinG most verbal expressions. The possibility of subjects con-
taminating the results by discussing their various reinforcement con-
ditions is thereby reduced. 
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Materials 
A large number of dot-to-dot puzzles were made available to 
the subjects for the collection of baseline and follow-up data. In 
addition, two sets of three dot-to-dot puzzles of equal difficulty 
were set aside for the experimental situation. Samples of these are 
included in the appendix. Discussion with the classroom teachers 
prior to selecting the puzzles produced agreement that the children 
were able to follow numbers rather than letters, and they all should 
be able to follow them throu~h n~~eral 10, but no further. 
Of the puzzles selected to be used in the experiment, one set 
would relate the task to the reinforcer. The completed puzzles 
would be pictures of the reinforcers available to the children, and 
completion of the picture would enable the child to exchange it for 
the reinforcer. The other set of puzzles would be pictures of items 
completely unrelated to either the task or the reward. The child 
would merely choose a reinforcer from those available. 
Procedure 
The children w·ere observed for approximately two weeks prior 
to the onset of the experimental manipulations. Dur~g this period 
t~.e expe't'hQentcrs became familiar figures in the classroom, and there 
;·:as no disruption of their normal activities due to their presence. 
It "''ras also anticipated that the children would be more willing to 
;n-::rtic:ipa·i;~:! in the experiment and feel more comfortable with adults 
that thoy knew. 
Observations made during these first days were also helpful 
in establishing rclliable procedures for collecting data. Criteria 
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for measuring the amount of time the subJect actually worked on a 
puzzle were established, thereby ensur:i.ng good inlerrater reliability. 
The measurement of minutes engaged in the activity began at the moment 
of selection of the activity, and continued as long as the child was 
seated in front of the puzzle and not engaged in any other activity. 
If a child stood after starting work on the puzzle he was not con-
sidered engaged in the activity unless his pencil or crayon was on the 
paper, or he was engaged in a puzzle-related activity, such as select-
ing another color •. If a child stopped work on a drawing and then re-
turned, timing was stopped when he left work and was resumed when work 
was resumed. The time expended in writing his name was included as 
~ngaged in the activity. 
Since the second and third hypotheses require evaluation of the 
quality of the coloring of the picb.lt'C, the work done by the children 
during this period was examined in order to establish reliable meth-
cds for rating the quality of drawings. Rating the drawings presented 
soHle difficulty because in order to adequately test the hypotheses, a 
s,y-,-,·r.e;n which primarily measured the effort involved and not develop-
mer..h1.1 differences had to be found. 
In order to devise a useful system, the drawings the children 
produced during this period were collected and studied to determine 
what characteristics denoted good quality. The drawings were first 
subjectively rated on a scale of one to five, and placed in the ap-
~:ropriate pHe. They were then studied to determine t.ffiat faetors 
i.Flfluenced the experimenters' subjective ratings, and which of these 
:!'acb'lrs were related to ability, and which to offort. 
Out of this analysis, a system using five contributing rating 
factors was devised. First considered was the total area covered. 
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The more of the possible area colored by the child, the harder he was 
considered to have worked on it. Area covered was measured by im-
posing a graph paper over the coloril1g and counting the total number 
of squares filled. An upper limit was placed on the amount of squares 
counted to flqualize for differences in the drawings as to the total 
amount of area available for coloring. Zero to 75 squares were rated 
one, 76 to 150 rated two, 151 to 225 rated three, 226 to 300 rated 
four, and evet•ything over 300 rated five. 
Second, attention was paid to the total number of separate 
areas l.n the coloring to which the child attended. From observing 
both the colorings and the children as they were doing them, it ap-
peared that those more involved in the task would look for different 
items in the drawing to color. Again, a cap of five was put on the 
number of areas to equali?e for differences in the drawings. 
Children very involved in the colorings appeared to be con-
cernc;d l'f:l.th the appropriate color each item should receive. We de-
cided that ":he number of colors utilized in the coloring was a re-
flection of task involvement, although appropriateness of color was 
more related to maturity. A hand in which each finger was a different 
colcr of the rainbo'l'l could be rated as a higher quality coloring than 
orte c:olored a uniform pink. Again, a cap of five was put on the num-
ber of <:olors used, as for some children it was merely a matter of 
r;;tyle to grab as many colors as possible. 
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Points could be added or subtracted for two addi tiona! factors 
l':hich suggested care or haste. The first reflected the care with which 
the child stayed within the lines delineated by the drawing, and the 
socond, the density of the coloring. Relatively large areas could be 
covered with little effort if these two factors were not taken into 
consideration. This was more difficult to objectify than the simple 
counting procedures of the first three factors, but necessary for 
valid rating. The problem was handled by both raters examining numer-
ous drawings until they had some idea of what should be expected at 
that level. They then agreed on samples to use for the criterion of 
acceptable and nonacceptable effort. One point was subtracted for 
either unacceptable density or unacceptable attention to staying with-
in the lines. One point could be added for extreme density, or ex-
ti·eme care in staying within the lines. It is therefore apparent that 
to use this system, raters must have some degree of experience with it 
before collecting {lXperimental data. The total ratings were then di-
vided by three, producing 13 possible final scores of 1, 1.3, 1.6, 2 
4.6, 5. 
Agreement between the two experimenters on the ratings corre-
lated, r :::: .97 with 79 of the pretest colorings, r = .93 with 26 of 
the experimental ones, and r == • 95 with 59 of the post-test ones. In 
order to establish some sort of validity check, samples of the com-
pleted puzzles were stacked in piles of identically rated colorings. 
The piJes were arranged in a random order. An observer who was unfam-
iliar ~'lith both the experiment and the rating system was asked to re-
arr·ange the piles from worst to best rating. With a total of 1:\ piles, 
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the correlation between the objective rating system and the subjective 
evaluations was a very high r = .93. 
Sources of possible positive bias had to be considered. Prob-
ably most important was that puzzles which had not received identical 
ratings from both experimenters could not be included in tht piles. 
Also, although the observer was unfamiliar with the rating system or 
the experiment, he was a close associate of the experimenter, and 
subject to the same biases. Although the first problem could not be 
remedied, it was possible to repeat the validity rating using another 
observer. The result this time showed an r = .88. Both subjective 
ratings correlated more closely with the objective scale than with 
each other. The correlation between the t~~ subjective ratings was 
r :: .82. 
Another important problem to resolve during this initial ob-
nervat.icn period was establishing the reinforcing properties of the 
items so intended. As discussed in an earlier section of this paper, 
reinfo:t.'cement is determined by the relative probability of two e-
vents. This particular experiment is concerned with the reinforce-
ment of high probability events. (Interest is defined as the proba-
bili t:y an event will be engaged in in the absence of other con-
'~txai_uts.) It was necessary to establish before the onset of the 
e~r.perimen.t that the items selected for reinforcers have a higher 
pr.abability of selection than the target activity in the high inter-
est ~roup. 
Consequently',' a similar class of a four year kindergarten th.at 
was not to participate in the experiment, but was located in a 
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different school in the same suburb, was utilized. 
The children were presented with a table that had equal amounts 
of magic markGrs, barrettes, small model cars, small plastic footballs, 
and puzzles of the type used in the experiment. The children were 
called up one at: a time and told that they could select any of the 
items to take home. After a selection was made, the item was replaced 
before calling up the next subject so that there were always equal 
numbers of each. The results were that seven chose the magic markers, 
two chose barrettes, seven chose cars, six chose footbalJ.s, and only 
one chose the puzzler Selections did not seem to be affected by the 
sex of the child, except 1n the case of barrettes. These were both 
chosen by girls. On the basis of this inforn1ation, it was decided 
that children would be given a choice of magic markers or model cars 
for- their reNards. 
After these preparatory matters were completed, the baseline 
data, for purposes of dividing the subjectl::i into high and low inter-
est groups, were collected. This was done in two sessions, five days 
apart. The data cons is ted of the number of minutes the subject e-
lected to engage in the activity during free play. About half the 
children chose the puzzles for some time during one of the two free 
play p;:;!•j vds. The other half did not choose them at all. Subjects 
in ~ach cf rl:lcse hm initial interest groups were then randomly as·-
si.gr;,ed to one of four experimental conditions. 
In one condition, the reinforcer was external, unrelated to 
the· acti.vity, and offered as an inducement to complete it. The cri-
terion for attaining the reinforcer \'las the completion of the puzzle, 
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but instructions were also given to color it. The subject was shown 
hm toys. and was told: "Here are two puzzles. If you finish both of 
the pictures I will give you a prize. You may choose one of these 
toys." The experimenter paused here so that the subJect would under-
stand tr~t the reinforcer was contingent only on completing the puz-
zle. She then continued with, "When you have finished the picture, 
color it in. Remember, when you have finished drawing both, you will 
get the prize." 
In the intrinsic reward condition, the child was sho\~ the same 
two toys. He was told, "Here are two puzzles. Each one is a picture 
of one of these toys. When you have finished both pictures, you may 
exchange either for a toy just like it." (pause here) "When you 
haY(• finished the pictures, color them :m. Remember, the pictu:('e is 
of one of these real toys that you may keep." The completed pictures 
were of the magic marker or the car. 
A third group of subjects were told: "Here are two puzzles. 
When finished, each one will be a picture. When you have finished tho 
pictures, color them in." After the subjects completed the task they 
were told, "You have finished the puzzles so you may take one of these 
toys as a prize." 1'he reward WHS unexpected. 
A folu·th group was told: "Here are two puzzles. When fin-
ished, ()a.::h one will be a picture. When you have finished the p1c-
b1res , color them jn. " No rew-ard \'laS either promised or obtained. 
'i'h0 ~.ubjects of all groups wer·e thus given the same tasks, and 
~;ha three n;inf·xc~•llent gr·oups were given the same reinforcer. The 
only difference ir. the Groups were in the antecedent conditions, in 
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order to ini b.ate different cognitive interpretations of the. reward. 
In one group the reward was pre~ented as unrelated to the activity, 
and as an inducement to engage in it. In group h-10 it was presented 
af:: ;:tn integral part of the activity, and in group three it was not 
introduced until the activity had been completed. Group four did not 
exp0ct or receive a reward and serves as the control. The ~qo reward 
group:::. were told prior to engagement in the activity that they would 
be reinforced for completing the puzzles, but also asked to color the 
completed picture, in order to determine if the quality of coloring 
would drop helm• that of the no reward or unexpe<::ted reward groups. 
This tests hypothesis two, that contingencies of reinforcement stated 
in advance selectively focuses attention only on those aspects of the 
acti"rit;y necessary to attain reinforcement, with a C;On.sequent neglect 
of other aspects. 
Hypothes:!_:;; one was tested by comparing the number of minutes 
the various reward groups elected to engage in the activity in sub--
sP-qu0nt free play periods, and hypothesis three was tested by com-
p:':lrir::g th-e quality of coloring produced by the different groups during 
thi:-; period. Hypothesis four was tested by comparing the performance 
of' the :i.ni tL,~lly high interest group \qith the in:i tially low interest 
g.~.,ottp ·for each of the variables discussed ~~hove. 
A few technical probloms associat!)d with tho research should 
L:.~ ment:;oned he;:e. One problem which ltas nc:t been addressed in many 
expt:riments ot< this matter is the effect of Hii::hdrm'l'al of rewards. 
n~ :;h•.J lt:li::<J'd becomes associated with a particular activity in a 
02r·I:.!-::1.Jlar s:i. bnt.i.o•!, th~; withdrat'l'al of sueh r~.,war>ds may be construed 
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as punishment, and in this way depress subsequent interest in the ac-
tivity. It is therefore necessary that baseline and follow-up data be 
taken in situations in which reinforcers were never expected. Sub-
jects should be taken to a separate experimental room when they are 
ru;ked to engage in the activity for an offered reinforcer. In this 
Viay the reinforcer is associated only with a very specific situation. 
Another important consideration was the use of several experi-
menters, to evaluate reliability of measures. 
In o~dcr to proceed with the experiment as discussed, it was 
;1e::.:,essary to secure parental permis3ion for the participation of their 
children. This was accomplished by means of a letter explaining the 
intent of the experiment and the procedures involved. The importance 
of participation of all of the children was stressed. The signature 
of the parent on the letter was required to include the ehild in the 
experiment. 
In order to minimize the effects of experimental bias, at 
leas~ one of the experimenters in the post-test situation was blind 
to the experimental condition in which the child had been placed. 
C!lA\PTEH IV 
HESULTS 
There are a number of inferences that can be made from a re-
view of thtJ data. First, the data indicate that asking children to 1 
pa:r.·ticipate 1n an activity in order to obtain a reward results in a 
?e!•fornwncc- in which fl•wer minutes are spent on task for both initial--
ly .i.ntcrested <t:1d initiall,\' not interested subjects dnring the experi-
mental situation. 
D.~ffercnces between \~he initially interested and the initially 
not irtl;erested chi.ldren did not, and theoretically should not manifest 
themst-lves in the experimental situation, becauso it is a low choice 
si ":uat:!.on. The children aro not tr·uly free .to participate or not, 
l,ut; a>.'e J'<lquestod to engage in the activity. Indeed, w~en children 
H~J:t'e r.equest~d t:o do the puzzle::: for the experimfJnter, no significant 
.iiff~.;Ten•.:.:es :in the amount of tim<'l spent on task due to initial inter-
e;, t level, anc.l no interactive t.lf .fects with t.re atment leve 1 were 
f;;und. 
"!'he fii!d:l.rs~~s do indicate that relative· to control and unex-· 
p::;c!·.cd r0.wa':'d grc-upg, lJoth ("Xtrinsic and intrinsic rewat'd groups 
~'pent lG::5s t.i.rw '"'orking en puzzleG. ANOVA :::umtnary Table 1 compares 
c:l•uh.:< :_~j' n.i.nutes on tnsk in tbe (1xperi.ment~l situation. High and 
lc-.,· ;,;,Lu:t~:~st: g:rot:?;; are represented by lovals of A. Experimental 
,:.-" ·.fJ. U.,.d i~; :represented by levels of ~3. A corrP.lation coefficient 
·;.,,_ :: ;,·~,·f\ t·<::L;.1oer:. the data coll~:cted by the tw•J examiners to determino 
;;:,~::rr:·.t:er rdiability. This yicl.ded an r:..:: .93. 
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A Scheffe test comparing the extrinsic reward group with the 
control and l1n.expected reward groups showed only a marginally signifi-
cant l'oduction 5_n number of minutes on ta.sk in the extrinsic reward 
group {F = 2.66, F' 2.18 significant at the p < .10 level at 3, 60 df). 
The Scheffe compat'ing the intrinsic reward group with all 
other groups showed a highly significant reducticn of number of minutes 
on task in the intrinsic reward group (F = 6.92, F' 4.13 significant 
at the p < .01 level at 3, 60 df). 
'h . t_. e~.r 
It is interesting that although both groups tended to rush 
performance in order· to get quicker rewards, the intrinsic n~-
-ward groups spent even less time on t&sk than the extrinsic reward 
gr-:mps. A comp<:.l.rison of the. means and standard deviations of the re-
specti.,re groups is provided in Table 2. 
Tho data gathered in the post-test, one and three days aftt:1r 
the experimental a~a.nipulations, RhovJed a return to the significantly 
d..l .. ff'er:-~nt levels of interest initially demonstrated betweer~ the two 
t:roups. This is to be expected with a return to the free choice 
&it.'.lation. There were, however, significant changes in per·formance 
=:t:Lsc.. In contrast to the performance in the experimental situation, 
£>Om>: post--test changes due to the reward conditions occurred on an 
int.:::·a:.~tive basis. The ANOVA summary table is displayed in Table 3. 
The Scheffe post hoc analyses show that in the high initial 
~•.-i.tCJ.'fls·(.: gr(1up, the (~X"trinsic reward group chose the activity for 
:o-...Lca~.f:i ·.~<:mtly feT.'-'~r minutes relative to no reward, unexpected re-
Hfil'~: ~~d i.ntr.insi(; reward groups (F = 1<1.94, F' 4.31 ~ignificant at 
~~ < , Cl Jevt-1.) and that the unexpected reward group chose to engage 
TABLE 1 
ANOVA I: Number of minutes on ta8k in experimental situation. 
---
ss 
A 1. 8:~ 
B 364.82 
AI~ 9.50 
ween 933.07 
df 
1 
3 
3 
86 
?-IS 
1.83 
121.61 
3.17 
10.91 
F 
.17 
11.15* 
.3 
--- ,.--·-·----·---------------·---------· 
~statistically significant 
p 
.01 
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T.ABLF; 2. Means and standard deviations of number of minutes on task 
in experimental situation. 
No Reward Unexpected Extrinsic Intrinsic 
Reward Reward Reward 
H5gh X = 11.29 X = 11.25 X ·- 9.27 X = 6.88 
lnterest SD = 3.18 SD = 2.94 sn ::=.. 3.39 SD = 2.74 
N = 14 N = 12 N ·-· 11 N 
- 13 
-----.-
LO\<l X 
"" 
11.66 X = 11.77 X = 10.09 X = 6.29 
I:::1terest SD 
-· 
2.25 SD ::: 4.28 SD = 3.76 SD = 3.73 
N ·- 8 N = 13 N 
-
11 N 
-
12 
---, .. ~.-
--
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
TABl.E 3 
ANOV:A lL • Numl;>er of minutes spent on task in post-test • 
• ,._,. ____ .. ___ ,.._ .... 
iao 
-
ss df • l-48 F 
• .~ 502.52 1 502.52 18. 52* 
fi 164.10 3 54.7 2 
M1 273&5~ 3 91"19 3.33"' 
;'JC(})J 1!587. 55 513. • 27.37 
"statistiea11y signif:i.oant 
. 
• 
• 
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p 
~01 
4.5 
in the activity for significantly lo]ger relative to the other three 
groups (F = 4.58, F' 4.31 significant at p < .01). The means and 
standard deviation for the number of minutes subjects elected to en-
gage in the activity during the post-test are displayed in Table 4. 
In the low ill~rest groups, both the unexpected reward group 
a.11.d tho extrinsic reward group showed increased interest in the ac-
tivity relative to no reward and intrinsic reward groups, which re-
mained essentially unchanged from baseline (Scheffe F = 2.82, F' 2.76 
' 
significant at p < .Q5). It would not be possible to detect any 
detrimental effects on interest in the initially low interest group 
dric to a floor effect. A gr~h of the interactions is provided in 
Figure 1. 
In Figure 1, A1 represe.rtts initially high interest, ~~ 
initially low interest. Note that in both these groups intrinsic 
reward does not Qiffer from control (no reward). 
~esults jtertaining to quality of coloring were somewhat dif'-
f'erent. Data for this variable were analyzed using only the top 
score in the experimental condition. This was primarily because 
children who worked di.ligently on the first coloring often did not 
h~Ye enough time to do a similar job on the second, and averaging the 
score::; would not r-eflect effort validly. Correlation coefficients to 
dt.'ltm:'mine inter-rater reliability were computed for three groups of 
'~olor iJ:J~s" The pre·-.ttlst group yielded an r == • 97, with ~ n of ,.19 
()olorirl;~.~.~, The experimental group yielded an r of . 9'3, n = 26, and 
the po~: t: .... gr.oup yj elded an r =-= • S5. n = 59. 
TABLE t.. Meru1s and standard deviations for the number of minutes on 
task during post-test. 
··----------"----------------------------
No Reward Unexpected 
Reward 
'-~ .. ·-------------· 
High 
ll;.tert'st 
X = 9, 75 
SD = 5,97 
N ::::- 10 
.X ::;: 1.2.1.5 
SD =-= 7.85 
N ·- 10 
--~- ----------------· 
Low 
Interest 
X = 1.66 
SD = 2. 60 
.N ::;: 6 
X = 4.9 
SD = 2.92 
N == 6 
Extrinsic 
Reward 
X= 3.31 
SD == 3.05 
N = 8 
X = 4.82 
SD = 5.84 
N = 7 
Intrinsic 
Reward 
X= 9.95 
SD = 6 
N = 10 
X = 1.25 
SD :.: 2.12 
N = 9 
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FIGUHE 1. Number of minutes on task during post-test: inter-
active effects. 
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In the post-test, data were analyzed somewhat differently than 
~n the experimental group. Here an average of the ratings of all 
colorings done by the child was included. The reason was that the 
experimenter was looking for a typical performance when the child was 
unconstrained as to time or experimenter demands. 
An ANOVA analyzing the top scores in the experimental situa-
tion shows a significanct reduction in quality of coloring for both 
groups in the intrinsic reward condition. The moderate reductions in 
interest produced in the extrinsic reward condition did not produce a 
correspondil'ig reduction in quality in that group. The results are 
displayed in ANOVA Table 5 and the means and standard deviations in 
Table 6. 
Statistical analysis of the quality of drawings in the post-
test presents some difficult problems. Because analysis was only 
possible of those 1.;)}-dJ.d~.'en who elected to do puzzles, the experimenter 
was left with some groups Hith very small N's, most particularly the 
low inte:t·est control group which was essentially unchanged from base-
Li.:H::. In this gl'·oup n = 2, and in thTee other groups n ~ 4. The 
;n.sur.s ~.·.rv.l standard deviations are displayed in Table 7. 
,Given the small N's and the marginal p values, the results are 
difficult to evaluate. However, the ANOVA displayed in Table 8 and 
~·trl eYamination of the means suggests that, for individuals who have 
::l'dVer engaged in an activity, being introduced to it under conditions 
w·hich ~:<Hci t hasty performance may produce future poor quality per-
f:·p••r::mce eve11. in those individuals who subsequently develop interest 
in the activity. Such an hypothesi::; would require additional data 
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TABLE 5 
ANOVA III. Rating of drawings in experimental situation. 
S'' ,') df MS F p 
A 2.40 1 2.40 2.37 
B 12.35 3 4.11 4.07* .01 
AB L94 3 .65 .64 
WCe~l 86.9 86 1.01 
*~~tHtis bca1ly significant 
T.~LE 6. The means and standard deviations of the ratings of 
drawings in the experimental situation. 
---------------------------------------~-----------------------
No Reward Unexpected Extrinsic Intrir1sic 
Reward Reward Reward 
------
High X 
--
4.19 X 
-· 
4.03 X 
-
4.15 x = 3.62 
Inter-est SD 
·-
1.01 SD = .93 SD :::: 1.21 SD = 1.30 
N = 14 N = 12 N -·- 1.1 N = 13 
·----- ---
Lmi X -· 4.29 X = 3.66 X = 3.88 X = 2.88 
Interest SD 
-
.88 SD 
-
1.13 SD = .98 SD - 1.41 
N ... 8 N = 13 N = 11 N - 12 
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TABLE 7.. Means and standard deviations of the ratings of drawings 
in the post-test. 
No Reward: Unexpected Extrinsic Intrinsic 
Reward Reward Heward 
High X 
--
3.42 X = 3.60 X -- 4.42 X = 4.21 
J.nterest SD ·- 1.74 SD = 1. 55 sn _._. --- .57 SD -- • 54-
N = 9 N -- 9 N -· 4 N 
·- 9 
Low X :::: 4.3 X 
-· 
3.48 X -- 3.9 .X = 1.45 
Inte:cest SD 
-
.98 SD = 1.87 Sf: - 1.21 SD - 1.71 
N = 2 N = 5 N = 4 N - ~ 
·-· -·~- ._...._.;. 
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TABLE 8 
ANOVA IV. Average rating of drawings in the post-test. 
--------
ss df MS F p 
A 3.54 1 :>-.. 54 1. 71 
R 8.75 3 2.92 1.41 
AB 15.94 3 5.31 2.57* p<.lO 
i"/Cell 78.53 33 2.07 
*£:-tab stically significant 
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for adeq~ ... atc testing. 
F .;...wlly, em analysis was done of the number of dots connected 
un.der the various reward conditions :i.n both the experimental and post-
test situation. Statistical analysis showed that differenees between 
group;:; appeared to be bas~d on skill rather than reNard concH tion. 
Stati:~tical significance was fotmd on leyels of A, which represented 
deg:r·ee of initial intereG t, but not among reward groups. In the ex-
perimental :oi tuation there was some reduction in the· number of dots 
connected by the intrinsic reward group, but this roached only mar-
gina} ::>ignificance (p < .10) and is probably due to the refusal of 
Gome Stlbjects to do the second puzzle if they were satisfied with th•a 
ra"'ard of the first. An ~OVA and the means and standard dtwiatior.::-; 
fo::.• the ;lUmber of dots conn~Jcted 1.n the experimental situation are 
cEsplayed :tn 'fables 9 and 10. 
In ;malyzing the differences of number of dots connected in 
tht: pc:st-t.est, t.h~ same difficulties with the po<;t-te.st of quality 
~i.i:'·t: f,n•::ounter·ed. Because only data on those that $uhseqnently electl?,d 
tn fH&,a:?,o in the a,-:ti vi ty are available, the N' s of some groups are 
'-GX'Y <>mall, wit-.h the additional problem of widely differing standard 
d•;;;vJ.at:i..:ms. A table of the means ~md standard deviations is provided 
{'fab.l<~ ll) h; suggest ar~as for which it way be pl'Ofitable to collect 
Hc't.e i:hn.t there appear· to be differ-ences between 'che groups 
b~,;:,,;(: <Jrl level of initial interest. It is also of interest that, 
i~':hc\•sh tho rne.:.nJ. for qunljty of colorings was lower for the initi.al-· 
.Ly J.e,,, ::interest, intrin:.:dc re\·mrd group in the post- test. the number 
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TABU.: 9 
/\NOVA V. Number of dots connected in the experimental situation. 
·--... ~ .. ----.----
ss df MS F p 
A 206.26 1 2oo.26 12.03* .01 
B 121..26 3 40.42 2.36 .10 
A., 
• 0 64.22 3 21.41 ·1.25 
\'!Cell 1.480.39 86 17.14 
----------------·-------
*stai:.:is tic ally signi ~~icant 
'fAl3LE 10. Means and standard deviatior>s for number of dots 
connected in the expe.riment:al situat:ion. 
No Reward Unexpected Extrinsic 
Reward Reward 
U.i.gh X - 19 X -- 18.5 X = 19.09 
JEt{;l'OSt SD = 1. 75 SD :=: 3.34 SD = 1.22 
N = 14 !'! 
-
12 N = 11 
------~ 
I~ ow X 
"'" 
13.5 X = 17.23 X = 15.55 
Interest SD 
-- 7 SD = 3.68 SD - 5.34 
{'; 
-- s N 
--
13 N = 11 
--···--·-~----·--
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Intrinsic 
Reward 
X = 15.7 
SD = 4.5 
N = 13 
x = 14 
SD 
-- 6.12 
N _,_ 12 
'l'ABLE 11. Means and standard deviations for number 
of dots connected in the post-test. 
No ReNard 
--·---
High 
Inter·est 
.f...O\•,T 
:r:nterest 
X= 29.78 
SD :.' 23.88 
N - S 
X ::: 10 
SD = 0 
N == 2 
Unexpected 
Reward 
X= 40.78 
SD = 29.59 
N -- 9 
~--.. -· 
X = 13.4 
SD = 5. 64 
N =- 5 
Extrinsic 
Reward 
X= 17.5 
SD = 9.57 
N -· 4 
X=l8.2~1 
sn = 14.8 
N = 4 
Intrinsic 
Reward 
X ~ 26 
SD ::: 16.9:1 
N =ca._ __ 
X= 16.5 
5D = 9.35 
N :-:. 4 
~·---·-------------- --------~-------------------------
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of do1;s cor;_nected does not seem to be lower· in this group than any 
other initially low interest group. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The further investigation into this area proceeds, the more it 
bcevH1~s evident that: the phenomenon of reduced subsequent engagement 
in an activity following extrinsic rewards occurs under very limited 
but significant conditions. Previous :research had shown that such 
effects are more likely to occur when dealing with complex activities, 
sueh as problem solving or creative activities, and do not negatively 
affect mechanical ones, such as lever pressing or marble dropping 
(McGraw, :1.978), Furthermore, the activity must be perceived as being 
s.;,lected by free choice. When other external constraints are. present, 
rcw'.tr·C:s do not appear to further reduce interest (Folger, 1978). 
The present resea:r·ch deals with a creative, free choice situ-
aU.on. Tht- tcsult:s indicate that, in such a situation, interest is 
onJ::; <i(ivr•rBaly af'fected when eontingencies of reinforcement are stated 
1.n :1.•J . ..I.;~.nee. Thh; finding is consistont with Deci 's cognitive evalu-
ation theory~ which states that rewards are detrimental whtm they are 
p<W\:f.:.! vcd a;; (..Oerci-ve rather than a::; evidence of succes;,;fl.ll per-
Th::~ I.!.TI<:~xp<';•.: (:t~d reward group was the only group to shol'/ in-
co~,a-::.e·.! pr~~t-·t0::.;t .i~tcr.c::;t, in both the initially lnb-1~"ested and the 
L ... -;.i:i:l1..1y u.n1 ntA!·e;:; tad grm1ps. tt is possible that. this was due to 
\.b.f; .c.r,.·~·r:ep~hm by the subjects that the experimenter's apparently 
c.'.;;.•c:!.i.~.,:ill6:JUc> decision to reward them signified approval of their per·· 
f• .. ·!·;,,~'l?~(:e. This p.:.rceptlon may have been enhanced by the fact that, 
in order to keep the reward unexpected for all subjects in this con-
dition, the children were ~iven their rewards privately when they 
fin.i.f,hed the task, and each i'i'as unaware that the others had received 
one. 
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The present research also suggests that other cognitive evalu-
ations of the task are initiated by the promise of external rewards. 
'l'hese evaluations include judgments as to the requirements of the ex-
perimtHtter of what is necessary to obtain the reward, with attention 
t;:rmsf.quently focused on those as pee ts of the activity. All experi-
rr;ental groups paid equal attentior1 to completing the puzzle, as there 
was .no difference among groups in the number of dots that they con-
nected. H:owc:.ver ~ the groups that were promised rewards, particularly 
tho intrins~c Nl\·m:rd gr('UP, where rewards were most integral to the 
ad:i;•i ty, prod<JCed the pooN~s t quality drawings. 
Tht;· present rese~ch also suggests that patterns of hasty or 
poor •:;uality work produced :in the experimental situation only persist 
i.11 fJ<:-st-t.est performances of the same activity. In the case wh~re 
st.::b~j..H::t::~ \'}hO had never engaged in the ;wtivity were introduced to it 
u.:.:du.<:' ~.mdi ~;ions which olici ted poor quality performance, the in-
tr.;_r.~.'C :'~'lN3l'd condition would prob:=tbly reflect poor learning of the 
:;ask ::_p thi A- group. Children who had previously been familiar with 
t-i~e trJ.E;\ Ji.d not sho~1 reduced quality worl{ in the post-test, even 
aft-::· hr--,:ing !"l.ad;y, poor quality performance elicited from them in 
';~hi;:; is of some impo.rtanc"" ::..n 0valuating the relative useful-
J-..ess r1f d1 ffe:r•t:nt theori"ls in el{p1aird ng the reasons for- subsequent 
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reduced interest. The data here are inconsistent with competing re-
sponse theory, which reasons that loss of interest in the task can be 
attributed to the poor performance of the task in the experimental 
situation elicited by the distracting effects of rewards. Although 
poorer quality work was indeed elicited in this experiment in that 
condition where reward and performance were most clearly bound, in-
trinsic reward, post-test interest appeared not to be related to the 
quality of performance in the experimental situation, but to whether 
the r6Wat'ds were perc.eived as coercive. Intrinsic rewards seemed to 
el.icit the hastiest, poorest quality performance, but the suggestion. 
of coercion WlS minimized, a.s the child participated not to conform 
to the demands of the experimenter, but simply to find out which re-
l"ard he could choose. In this group, interest in the post-test did 
not differ from cot:trols who were simply asked to do the colorings. 
'fhe quality of dn~wings in those initially low interest subjects who 
subsequently elected to engag€' in the activity does appear to reflect 
the quality of drawing they produced in the reward situation and re-
mains ::>-omewhat lower than thtJ other experimental groups, though the 
siw!.i.fir:an.ce is marginal (p < .10). This may sugges~ poor learning of 
th.c; task •. 'l~; the high interest intrinsic reward group that engaged in 
i.:h6 aetiv1. ty r~C:g•xL:~rly prior to the experimentally induced poor quali-
ty of pe:cfC:J.cmance in the free choice situation. 
The external rewa:"d ~:roups, hm•vever, performed tmde!t' the only 
nGrv~.tt:icrs.> that could be conRtr·:.ted as coercive. The experimenter tms 
"~·.n crmfer a reward contingen •: on the child's cornpJ etion of the puz-. 
zles. Although under this experimental condition the subjectr, 
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p:r.•.>ducr.d bettor quality drawings, perhaps because they perceived that 
the expe:l'irtenter 's approval might be necessary to obtain the re'."'ard, 
::he initi<:t~.l.>• high interest subjects who received extdnsic rewards 
wore the only group to show a reduction in the timo elected to engage 
in the activity in the subsequent free choice post-test. 
Interactive effects with initial level of interest were pre-
dicted and found in the post-test. The intrinsic reward group, 
whether initially high or low interest did not differ from the no re-
ward (control) group. The unexpected reward groups showed signif'icaut 
increases in int~rest in both the initially interested arld the initial-
ly not interested gr.oups. But the extrinsic reward group showed an 
inere3se in interost in the ini. tially low interest group and a de·· 
crease in the initially high :interest group. 
rhe decrease in interest in the high interest extrinsic re-
w,::..rd group is cons is tent with cognitive evaluation theory, pa.rt:i.Gu-
Ja:cly when it 1s compared with the noncoercive rewards offered by the 
r· .. no~rt~e·~ r.~}d r·evJard and intrinsi(! reward situation. The different {,f .. 
fee·.-:~ C~f the various types of rewards and also cuntrol precludes the 
lYJGs~h1J:i.ty that any drop in interest may simply he due to satiation. 
Exp1a:ining the rise of interest in the initially low interest fi;rcup 
·is S'Jl!!ti'that xw:l?'t~ complex. First, it should be noted that any red.uc-
c.;.,,ll of interef:!t ::.n any of the initially low interest groups could 'loi,; 
\;:s de:Tn~1::;~:rat.~,d hecause of a floor .effect. But probably the most 
:r·•~d;.o;c:).;'lble factor in explaining the ri::;e of interest in that group 
~·:t: ~hac lr·v. inte:n st sub,iec:ts participating are essentially a JoH 
':hoic0 ~l'Cllp. No ri'Jattribution of motivation \-las possible be~ause 
6 •) 
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subjects in this group had never perceived themselves to be .i.ntrin-
sieally motivated to participate in the task. As in the Folger ex-
periment, the experiment placed these subjects in a situation in which 
they were required to engage ~n the activity and were l'ewarded for it. 
Consistent with other low choice situations, subjects reNarded under 
these conditions could then be expected to display increased interest 
in the rewarded activity relative to controls. 
It is of interest that the intrinsic reward carried neither 
messages of coercion nor successful performance and had no effect on 
the post•.test measure of subsequont interest. In this measure, in-
trinsic reward groups did not differ from the no reward group. This 
is of particular interest l'lhen viewed in relation to Harac:ldcwz rs 
(1980} and Rosenfeld's (1980} findings that positive feedback did en-
har.ce interest, but that its effects were independent of any material 
re\'<·ards. Conversely, Swann and Pittman ( 1977) had shown that ~mgged-
tions of coercion, such as choosing the activity of the subject, pro~ 
duced dec-r.eased interest even when no material rewards lvere p~esent. 
These three pers pee ti ves seem to suggest that the reward it··· 
scjlf may h:w(~ little effect on behavior other than in the message of 
eoarcio:n. or competence that it conveys. Stating the relationship of 
thf."• r<:>ward to the activity prior to engagement in the activity seems 
·co 1 imH its effects to that stated relationship. This is in contrast 
t0 unc,xpeet:(\d r<3wards, 'I'Jhere the individual is free to infer his own 
::•t:laU.e;nshJ.p of the rewards to the activity. 
A .;;ummary of the conditions under which rewards appear to lead 
to reduced interest include::; several limitations. The activity nu;.-;:t 
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b'f.' a ·::omplex Ol' creative effort. The subject must have a free choice 
as to whether to engage in the activity, and it must be initially high 
intere~t for him. In order to be detrimental to interest, rewards 
must be introduced prior to engaging in the activity, and perceived as 
e0ercive. The messages of competence or coercion cau be transmitted 
'"'i thout the use of' material rewards, and the rewards do not seem to 
have effects beyond these messages. 
It is clear that in the classroom the child may not be pre~ 
sented with many high interest, complex or creative activities in 
which he may or may not choose to engage. But certainly it seems that 
those are activities to be prized, and perhaps those that schools h::lVe 
the most difficulty fostering. The suggestion that initiative in com-
plex and .:;reative activi tie£ may be reduced by the teacher's very ef-
forts to enhance it should be of no small interest to educators . 
. A suromar,y of results relating to quality of work indicat6s that 
poor quality work may be elicited by introducing rewards, particularly 
in tho~ F. areas of the task that are not rewarded. If the tmn~ .1.8 rw·,;, 
learning may be poor; quality, eliciting poor quality work in fut"rre 
p<>rfonnance of the task. But elici t:ing poor quality work axperi-· 
mentally does not seem to reduce quality of established per·forman<~e, 
or b'.) re~~::1ted to post-test interest in the activity. 
Ge.l. tain:ty, t.hA direeti on of research find:ings 1.s to an expe:md-
J::;: in\::cr·p!'Gt<ttion o:f cogniHve evaluations introduced by reward. 
i::n··~;:;{. t:ho fJas L 2:i years an expansion has occurred frorn theories con-
d.(k :·.i;·:g only dwse si tuat.:~om~ where dissonance is involved, to a 
more general t:-Hwry of self-pe:cc:eption, to an inclusion of the 
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eo!Kepts of over justification in self-perception theory, to the cur-
rent interest in Deci's (1975) cognitive evaluation theory~ which con-
siders the cognitive messages of rewards as either external controls 
uf behavior or as indicators of competence. Morgan (1980) suggests 
that the type of discounting theory that seems to be implicit in mcst 
of the cut•n.mt explanations of reduced interest subsequent to external 
rewards may not apply in all populations. In very young children, 
where discounting does not normally take place, the reduced interest 
may be dne to other cognitive factors, such as recategorizing the ac-
tiv:ity in the cognitive script as an activity for which one has to be 
paid. Cognitive evaluations of what are the minimal requirements of 
tht~ activity may also be induced. 
these findings have implications for future research. Current 
trends sug~cst that the cognitive evaluations induced by the iu1:ro.._, 
duction of rewards may not be so limited, but that the introduction 
of :rel<Jards car} have many meanings, both positive and negative. Fur·-
ther -.1ork on identifying the conditions under which positive or noga·~ 
ti.ve meanings arc elicited is necessary. 
Ono of these meanings that is worthy of investigation is us.ing 
thfl reward 1;..) identify the activity as one that: is valued. Material 
7.'ei't<'it'ds, presonted as prizes or awards may carry messages far more 
.f.'Ob;Jd·. thar: eit-her competenee or eot:~reion. It may enhance interest 
that th.i.s is ru1. a:!'ea in which the society deems worthy 
nf <'.<-;L:;,:::v.i~~~~ cOITli.Je!.:en.ce. Cert'3.inly COf,?.nitive messages of this naturt~ 
:c:,o,,1d ·;-,<; ir~vosU.gated b:.r expand compreher.sion of this field. 
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In all investigations into this area, th~ findings of this 
paper, along with the findings of Harackiewz (1980), Rosenfeld (1980) 
and Swann and Pittman (1977), suggest that researchers need to con·-
sider if the rewards have any power beyond the messages they convey. 
Is designating an activity as valut}d by holding a display lt>ss po\'ler-
ful than giving concrete rewards to the participants? 
Research should also prooeed from the developmental point of 
view. Although there is much to suggest that the results of investi-
gatio'ls Ro faP is generalizable t(l varying ages and populations, there 
doo~-> ~;aem tv be an overrepresentation in the literature of preschool 
an..t, of eou':'se, college psychology students. Although the effects of 
rewanis on preschool children. appear to be much the same as tho~e 
dem<mstrat(~d in other age groupl:i, a few recent investigations have 
suggested that the cognitive processes that lead to decreased subst--
q·~.wnt inter·est in this age group may differ slightly from those <1f 
o.lder <:hildr.en and adults (Morgan, 1980; Boggiano, 1978). It is po~>·~ 
~:;ible tb.at, with cognitive developmer1t, cognitive interpretation of 
rewards may cbange. Such investigations may introduce~ new suggestions 
·fer w>. exparded view of the cognitive interpretations of rewards. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
·rhe rest:lb of this study suggest that the effects of rewards 
on. complex or creative activities are dependent on cognitive evalua-
tions made of their meaningsr and that immediate effects of rewards 
may differ from their effect on future performance. The immediate 
r,ffects of rewards may be to elicit rapid performance, and if the sub-
jc:·ct ex:=:ect.s that quality of performance will not affect his attain-
ment of the r·:war•1, that quality may suffer . 
.rnterest ir. the activity also appears to be affected by the 
messace8 activai:ed YJ the re"l'.ard. Gonc:>ist:ent l'Tith Deci's cognitive 
evaluation theory, contraetua.l rewards that may he perceived as coer-
eivt.'l lower intered: in initially high interest subjects. However, i!1 
ltn~ :i.nterel't subjects they were fO\md to raise interest. Unexpected 
rewards 1;hat m:>.:;· be porceived as competence feedback were found to 
~~r.h;;m.ce intcrost in both initially interested and not interested sub-
Ir.trin~d.e rewards, wh:h~h were presented to be tasJ..: enhahcing, 
e1ic:i.ted. he.stier :;:terformance in initially high and low interest sub-
jc( hs.. '"i.'h<::!:re i:~ ~:cme indication it may have produced poor learning 
:i.;-; '.m.: ! nh~rc~•-~t ::mbje,:ts. ln both inb·~nsic reward groups, post-test 
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Intrinsic rewards carried neither messages of coercion nor com-
petence and had no effect on post-test interest. Previously cited in-
vestigations found that various coercive suggestions reduced interest. 
independent of the presence of reward. Others have shown that compe-
tence information raises interest independent of the presence of re-· 
wards. Since this study did find that reinforcement occurred in the 
unex~~cted reward group, it may be reasonable to conclude that con-
tractual re;·~ards for certain activities have little effect beyond the 
cognitive evaluations they signal. 
'l'he present study also suggests that these evaluations are not 
linli ted to coercion Ol' competence, but may include judgment as to ex--
perimenter expectation, am'ong others. Future research should id~;rnt:i.fy 
and investigate some of these additional cognitive evaluations. .Fore-
most among these, particularly in school age children, may be identi-
fying the activity as a valued one. 
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